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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

 

Figure 1: The Gila National Forest Landscape  

 

Similar to many individuals before me, my love of the field of archaeology started 

from a very young age. I can remember burying and digging up Ancient Egyptian-themed 

toys in a sandbox in my childhood backyard. This passion definitely brought me, and it 

seems many other people, to the field in our later years, infusing a youthful interest with 

varying yet mature perspectives. Since that time, my interests have developed a fair bit. I 

no longer exclusively focus on some vague notion of a static past, but I try to understand 

the processes by which archaeologists and other individuals shape archaeological 

knowledge. My endeavors to understand these processes have been shaped by a number 

of experiences including my studies in a wide variety of subjects as well as observations 

on the reception of knowledge in modern society: specifically, the observation that a wide 
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variety of people think about archaeology and archaeological knowledge in extremely 

complicated, nuanced, and often contrasting ways. Though heritage dynamics involve all 

sorts of people, I realized I wanted my honors thesis to focus on the people who conduct 

this work: the archaeologists themselves. In the United States Forest Service (USFS), I 

found the ideal case study where many different types of archaeologists are involved with 

the production of knowledge. Through this situation I could explore how individual 

archaeologists, influenced by the organizations for which they work, shape the 

production of heritage knowledge. This relationship between archaeologist, organization, 

and knowledge is central to understanding how many problematic interpretations arise for 

archaeology in general and indigenous archaeologies in specific.  

  

I specifically chose the Gila National Forest for my project  for several reasons. 

The most important of these reasons being that it was a place where I have conducted 

archaeological fieldwork as part of a field school. Given this, I had relatively easy access 

to both the crucial data and the people with whom I would need to talk to, in order to 

create a cohesive work. This aspect cannot be understated, especially given the context of 

the COVID-19 pandemic during which I conducted my research. The location of the 

forest, the American Southwest, is another major reason for choosing this site. This 

region contains a vast amount of history, ranging from archaic indigenous settlement to 

the present Euro-colonists, and has captured the attention of an equally vast variety of 

people. During my field school, I witnessed a deep interest demonstrated by the people of 

New Mexico and Arizona that truly made me reflect on the way archaeological 

knowledge is produced and disseminated, out from the field and beyond. The general 
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population had a varied understanding of the region’s past: for some, it was incredibly 

sensitive to plights of the Indigenous peoples and for others- rather problematic. These 

variations in comprehension interested me in the archaeological origins of these people’s 

beliefs. I wanted to better understand how different types of archaeologists - private, 

academic, federal, etc. - interact with archaeological materials, the very landscape, and 

then shape the processes that produces knowledge. These interactions have offered an 

amazing window into the process that is archaeological heritage. 

 

In order to understand the processes and people involved with archaeology in the 

Gila National Forest, I designed a project that would engage with a number of different 

methods and theories through which to explore such a complicated topic. Part of my 

work draws on ethnography, interviews, discourse analysis, and other elements of 

sociocultural anthropology while other parts have been influenced by the archaeological 

nature of my interests. While documents, and artifacts play a major role in my discussion, 

people are at the heart of my project. The interviews I conducted with a range of 

archaeologists, from all spheres of the field, revealed a great deal about how they 

conceptualized their work and, in turn, affected the knowledge produced  through it. 

Further materials, such as the actual archaeological sites and the forms used by the USFS, 

provide additional insight into the complicated processes at play and the tangible 

outcomes they have.  

 

Theoretically, my project has been guided by several schools of thought. I draw 

from various sources such as archaeological theory, wilderness studies, and cultural 

heritage studies. Most importantly, the core of my theoretical engagement is derived from 
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critical heritage studies, a subsidiary of cultural heritage studies. While both focus on the 

construction of heritage as a practice in the present, critical studies reaches a step further 

and asks, “what can we do with this information on heritage?” It also attempts to address 

the problems that heritage production faces in the modern world. I have been greatly 

informed by scholars such as Australian professor of Critical Heritage Studies, Tim 

Winter’s and his scholarship on clarifying what is at the heart of the field and what it can 

offer the greater world. Critical Heritage Studies scholars have analyzed a wide range of 

cases, covering numerous topics, and I have attempted to bring their perspectives over 

and apply them to a core institution of heritage management within the United States, the 

USFS. It is my hope that readers can similarly gain a nuanced perspective on the topic 

and come to better understand archaeological knowledge’s role as a process within our 

own society and to gain insight into the people who conduct it.  
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CHAPTER 2: Methodology 

 

Due to the circumstances of the world’s current pandemic and the nature of my 

project, the methods included in my thesis appear to be quite eclectic but come together 

to form a cohesive view on the cultural and archaeological heritage of Gila National 

Forest. The methods range from auto-ethnography to basic archaeological analysis. All of 

these modes of analysis and data-collection provide direct insight into the heritage 

dynamics of the Forest Service but also require a reflexive approach to tease out the most 

pertinent information. To understand the entirety of the complex set of processes related 

to heritage production, I employ a critical lens to all steps of my methods as I must 

always reflect on how my own process and circumstance shapes the data. While I explore 

this issue and the relevant data, I will also interrogate my own involvement in the 

archaeological process. 

 

From May to June of 2019, I participated in an archaeological field school in New 

Mexico as a student researcher. While the core component of the experience was focused 

on the excavation of a Salado-Mogollon site, another aspect was focused on training 

students how to conduct archaeological pedestrian survey, the most common type of 

archaeological procedure done in the United States. Our survey work was focused on 

completing a project that had been started by the previous year’s cohort in the Gila 

National Forest’s Lincoln Canyon. We were taught by our survey director, formerly a 

forest ranger, how to conduct this method using the procedures of the USFS. Over the 
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course of the few months, we spent in Southwest New Mexico, we rediscovered1 many 

sites, and I learned a great deal more about archaeological practice in the United States, 

but I was also left with some lingering questions. I wondered why the various 

archaeologists associated with such a rich repository of archaeological knowledge barely 

did any kind of work or outreach with its collected information. The USFS did not appear 

to present the clearest or most holistic picture on the heritage at its own “feet”. When the 

results of research such as our own was publicly put forth on places like the Gila National 

Forest website, it would not match emerging best practices of archaeology and heritage 

studies, as derogatory terms like Anasazi2 were still in use to describe past cultures.  

 

 

Figure 2: The Lincoln Canyon Survey Project Area  

                                                             
1 My usage of the term “rediscovered” represents my choice to follow a conventional turn in archaeology to no 

longer framing our work as pure discovery as past people once knew about the places we research. 
2 The usage of the term “Anasazi” in reference to the ancestors of the modern Puebloan people, is considered 

derogatory by Puebloan people because it is a Navajo term that means “the ancestors of our enemies”.    
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This disconnect between collecting and interacting with archaeological heritage is 

what brought me to the second portion of my research project: qualitative interviewing 

that I conducted during the 2020/2021 academic year. While my project began with 

fieldwork conducted in 2019, I expanded upon my investigation into the heritage 

dynamics of national forests through these interviews. This part of my thesis research 

focused on interviews I conducted with various types of archaeologists involved with the 

Gila National Forest and discourse analysis focusing on documents including the USFS’ 

websites, administrative documents, and more. Their purpose was to give greater insight 

into the current sociocultural dynamics found between the various archaeological 

stakeholder’s present in the national forest. I approached my thesis most directly through 

the theoretical lens of Critical Heritage Studies (CHS) in order to critically examine the 

place of heritage in American archaeological discourse on the region of the Southwestern 

.Beyond this, through the guiding theories of CHS, I have hoped to address the 

problematic current practices and discussions regarding archaeological representation and 

eventually better them through offering  suggestions for improving research design 

guides and  exhibition practices that pertain to the work being done in the region. 

Throughout my writing, I have sought to critique and expand on dynamics to better them 

and hopefully move into a space beyond prevalent problematic paradigms, which mainly 

discredit and dehumanize indigenous presence in the archaeological record and beyond.   

 

 

Archaeological Survey: Data Collection, Site Analysis, and Auto-Ethnography 
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 In order to better understand how the various kinds of archaeologists interact with 

archaeological heritage in the National Forests more generally and the Gila more 

specifically, the service’s primary method of data collection, how basic site analysis, and 

my own role in the previous two methods must all be examined. To interpret how site 

analyses and further discourse is created, the initial USFS methods, used by myself and 

others to create reports, must be detailed and critiqued. The archaeological survey process 

begins with the definition of a project and its parameters. Once our project had been 

defined as focusing on Lincoln Canyon, we as pedestrian surveyors, would decide the 

best directions to walk in order to cover the project area and then spread out 15 paces 

from each other. After orienting ourselves with compasses we would head out in a 

direction scanning the ground for artifacts. If we  came in contact with an artifact such as 

a ceramic sherd, a lithic flake, or architectural remains, we would shout to the other 

surveyors to stop and gather at the point of rediscovery.  

 

We would then spread out and search in a 50-meter square area for other artifacts 

to confirm if the find met site definition requirements. These USFS site requirements 

stipulated that at least three different artifacts of different materials or types be present 

within the area around the initial find. We would carefully conduct a surface inventory of 

the area, recording any type of object we found and marking its location with a flag pin. 

Once all artifacts and architecture were marked on the ground, we would digitally place a 

datum reference point for each feature with a GPS device. The boundaries, architecture, 

and important artifacts would also be digitally positioned on our GPS map. The final step 

would be writing a report that consisted of documentation on the location, inventory, and 
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site recommendations. If it were determined that the find did not fit site definition 

requirements, any artifacts found would be entered into the record as isolated finds. This 

process creates a great deal of information on the archaeology of the area and presents 

future opportunities for the analysis and interpretation of sites. 

 

  Basic archaeological analysis and interpretation of the site records that were 

collected during the 2019 field season survey provided me with avenues through which to  

interrogate the problematic ways in which this research has been communicated to those 

outside of the national forest by the USFS. Various problematic tropes such as indigenous 

lack of social complexity, assumptions made by present day peoples (both negative and 

positive) about ancient native impacts on the landscape, and general outdated conceptions 

of past realities can all be pinpointed and addressed through basic site interpretation. For 

example, my own methods have included using site inventories for cross-comparison 

across the project area in order to examine the frequency of rare materials and objects, or 

possible cultural affiliations. Our site analysis also has illuminated the ways in which 

indigenous people have been shaping the so-called “wilderness” for thousands of years 

by revealing cleared field sites and other farming ecofacts. Throughout this all, I used my 

own experiences in collecting this data as a student researcher to better identify key 

contested points in ongoing heritage discourses, as well as garner a more complete and 

critical understanding of the process through which archaeological knowledge is curated 

in the national forests. To protect the sanctity of the sites surveyed, I have chosen to leave 

any locational identifiers out of my analysis or discussion. 
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Discourse Analysis: Governmental, Public, and Academic  

 

 Archaeology is connected to the present day by the discourse of many different 

kinds of individuals from academics to USFS rangers, to news reporters. Each of these 

kinds of stakeholders present their discourse through different avenues and reach their 

respective audiences with different messages. Analyzing the discourses that these various 

stakeholders produce provides insight into their guiding philosophies and ideologies. The 

academic archaeologists conduct research generally for the purpose of academic 

publications to be shared with the rest of that community. The USFS rangers produce 

their own reports for internal compliance with organizational goals such as fire control 

while also providing a small amount of public-facing discourse through “fluffy” 

descriptions on their websites for the curious tourist. The various popular journalistic 

endeavors focus on similarly public-facing publications in order to disseminate 

information on sensationalized archaeological finds.  

 

All of these groups have their own goals, ideologies, and biases embedded into 

the work that they produce, and this work offers insight into the ways in which 

archaeological heritage has become contested in and around the Gila National Forest. In 

my thesis, I use discourse analysis to examine the language produced by groups to 

illuminate the aforementioned ideologies and biases present in the cultural spheres and 

organizations in which various writers are embedded. I first contextualized the various 

sources through exploring their own particular social and historical  backgrounds. In the 

case of USFS documentation this means establishing the organizations historical origins 
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and the ideologies that have shaped its goals. For the various interviews, I considered the 

backgrounds, training, and motives of the individuals I talked with. I then defined the 

categories of interest to my work such as word choice, sentence structure, and general 

themes. For example, with USFS documents such as the site record sheets, I looked for 

language that archaeologists and indigenous activists consider outdated and problematic 

when referring to indigenous peoples and their sites or that overly commodified the 

material, and then cross-= referenced my findings with their more public work including 

their official website or other promotional material. Discourse analysis helped to provide 

greater framing for my discussion of interviews and archaeological material directly, as 

everything is mediated through the discourse in which people and organizations make 

public.  

 

Interviews: Archaeologists 

 

One of the main procedures involved in my project was individual interviews. 

The participants in my project were interviewed in an unstructured and conversational 

fashion after signing consent forms and setting up a time to talk over a service such as 

Zoom or Skype. At the beginning of the interview, I reminded the participant of the 

purpose of my project, and that the call was being recorded (if they so permitted), as well 

as of their rights, including the right to terminate the call, and how I will protect their 

privacy. The interview then began in the form of an unstructured conversation that 

attempted to address several questions that were contextualized based on the experiences 

of the individual I was interviewing at the time. The initial question, which did not vary 
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often from interview to interview, was for the individual to describe their position in 

relation to the Gila National Forest and the archaeology done under its purview. Once 

that was described, I asked questions based on the natural flow of the conversation in an 

attempt to cover a variety of topics, from the participants’ perspectives on the purpose of 

their own work, issues with archaeological heritage and representation, and relationships 

with other types of stakeholders involved in the forest. The interviews lasted for about an 

hour, depending on the conversation. As previously stated, if the interviewee granted 

permission to do so, I recorded the interviews through the platform I used to facilitate the 

call and subsequently transcribed them for analysis. Furthermore, I recorded various 

typed notes to be used for future reference and I encoded the identity of the participants 

in order to insure their anonymity.  

 

I also want to acknowledge that an important group, the indigenous peoples of 

America, were largely excluded from my thesis. This is largely due to my decision to 

focus on the archaeologist’s role within the heritage process in my thesis. I do also 

acknowledge that archaeologists may be of indigenous descent but none of the 

individuals I interviewed identified as such. Lastly, I believe that an important next step 

for heritage projects, such as my own, is incorporating these perspectives and hopefully 

doing so will be a fruitful endeavor in the future.  
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CHAPTER 3: Literature Review 

Introduction: 

 

To discuss a topic as multifaceted as archaeological heritage as it is created, 

conceived, and perceived in the United States National Forest Service, a wide range of 

literature needs to be addressed and reviewed. Historical, theoretical, and field-oriented 

frameworks are all areas of literature that I have covered in order to best support my 

project analysis. The historical frameworks touch on the historical context of the field of 

archaeology in the American Southwest as well as the organizational history of the 

USFS. This information plays a key role in understanding how the academic field of 

archaeology and the governmental organization of the USFS have led to the current 

cultural dynamics I examine in my work. The theoretical frameworks I reviewed concern 

some of the most substantial background material for the thesis, all focusing on topics 

that I could use to make my analysis and argumentation more nuanced, thorough, and 

articulate. The topics range from indigenous perspectives on archaeology and knowledge, 

to critical heritage theory and all provide insight that allows me to set my work in the pre-

established fields of knowledge. The field-oriented framework that I consulted for my 

thesis is the body of literature on the modern practice of archeology from research design 

to the public dissemination of findings. Discussing the numerous studies that address the 

cycle of modern archaeology is key to understanding many of the dynamics surrounding 

archaeological heritage. Modern archaeological practice distinguishes itself from the 

historical development of Southwestern archaeology as a living practice that actively 

shapes the knowledge I am examining; the historical context is what led to this point of 
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contested interpretations and mishandled heritage. These varied sources help to organize 

and guide the thought contained within my thesis. 

 

Historical Framework: 

 

In order to best understand the historical context and framework in which my 

cultural heritage research question is situated, two main topics must be addressed: the 

history of scholarly investigations into American Southwestern archaeology and the 

organizational history of the USFS. The Euro-American fascination with the American 

Southwest’s ancient past has roots dating back to the time of the Spanish Imperial 

conquest with conquistadors recording descriptions of abandoned indigenous cities such 

as Paquimé in the 1560s3, but the present Anglo-American academic lineage would not 

begin for another 300 years. The United States engagement with Southwestern 

archaeology began with governmental expeditions in the late 1840s which similarly 

encountered ancient sites. From there a unique trajectory began as these early scientists 

attempted to make sense of the material remains they came across. Moving towards the 

latter half of the 19th century, avocational “adventurers” who were not yet “professional” 

archaeologists began attempting to systematically record the data they encountered. 

Anthropologists began to study the region in the early 20th century with figures such as 

                                                             
3 An early Spanish expedition details the amazement when they encountered the southern Mogollon ruins of 

Paquime in what is now Chihuahua, Mexico, comparing it to that of Rome. 
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Alfred Kroeber4 becoming educated at prominent academic institutions in the east and 

coming out to the west of the country to conduct research. (Cordell 2012) 

 

Furthermore, in her seminal textbook, Archaeology of the Southwest (2012), 

Linda Cordell, a professor of anthropology, argues that the specific trajectory that 

American archaeology followed as well as the unique state of data preservation and 

research in the region has led to the present state of the field. Her observations on the 

particularity of the history of Euro-American archaeology hinge on two different forms of 

academic unity, one in the United States and the other in Europe and Mexico. The United 

States enjoys the unity of discipline, at least in the Southwest, where almost all 

archaeologists are trained in anthropology, apply anthropological theories to their work, 

and follow general trends in the development of the field. In other regions, such as 

Mexico, an archaeologist can be trained in any number of fields which carry their own 

disciplinary frameworks and ideas of how to investigate the past. The other form of unity, 

which the US does not have and is incredibly important to understand the dynamics of 

archaeological heritage in national forests, is the unified state of organizational influence 

over archaeological work. To best illustrate this, a comparison between the United States 

and Mexico is most appropriate. In the United States, archaeologists have many avenues 

through which to gain their training (numerous unaffiliated universities) and different 

types of work (governmental, private, and academic). However, a majority of Mexican 

archaeologists are trained by and work through Mexico’s National Institute, Instituto 

                                                             
4 Alfred Kroeber (1876 to 1960) was an important cultural anthropologist who contributed greatly to the field of 

archaeology through propagation of the cultural history paradigm. His legacy is, as many past anthropologists, 

considered complicated and problematic. 
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Nacional de Antropología e Historia (INAH). Many Mexican archaeologists gain their 

bachelors through doctoral degrees through the INAH’s official academic units. This 

provides a high degree of uniformity for how Mexican archaeologists learn and practice 

their trade, whereas American archaeologists seem to display a great deal of discord in 

actual practice.  

 

The unique state of research in the American Southwest also owes its prominence 

to the region’s environment and consequent exceptional preservation of data. 

Environmental conditions of the American Southwest have kept a great deal of material 

in amazing condition. For example, well-preserved tree ring samples allow for the tight 

calculation of chronologies focused down to intervals of only a couple decades, 

something rarely found in archaeological work. The region proved to be the perfect 

organic laboratory for the new scientific archaeology of the latter half of the 20th century. 

This tradition of scientific archaeology, rigorous application of scientific methods and 

frameworks, would remain strong and the region still serves as a sort of holdout against 

the more “postmodern” tendencies of the present field. Recent attempts to write regional 

syntheses have focused heavily on scientific “processual” issues within subfields such as 

environmental archaeology. John Kanter, an academic anthropologist at the University of 

North Florida, wrote a  treatise in 2004, entitled Ancient Puebloan Southwest, that 

focuses on identifying the environmental stressors that could have contributed to the 

collapse of many ancient southwestern societies rather than attempting to decode 

iconography or engage in collaborative research with present-day indigenous groups. 

This propensity for scientific investigation as well as the decentralized nature of 
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archaeological work are both major factors in the development of the present state of the 

field as well as the dynamics found within national forests concerning archaeological 

heritage.  

 

The other literature needed to understand the historical context of my thesis 

concerns the history of the United States Forest Service, in general, and Gila National 

Forest, in particular. The USFS originated in the late 1800s with the creation of several 

different governmental agencies including the Division of Forestry under the guidance of 

early environmentalists such as President Theodore Roosevelt. With the Transfer Act of 

1905, the then Bureau of Forestry became responsible for the management of the nation’s 

forest reserves and was renamed the United States Forest Service. The USFS’s mission, 

in its own words, had become “To sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the 

Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations.” 

(United States Forest Service Website, n.d.) It was an organization dedicated to the public 

good through the management and conservation of the nation’s forests.  

 

The Gila National Forest followed a similar timeline, as it was established in 1905 

with the official creation of the USFS but also had major overlapping points with 

archaeology and wilderness studies (Baker et al. 1988). Following the creation of the 

current iteration of the forest service, President Roosevelt designated a nearby major 

archeological site, the Gila Cliff Dwellings, ,  as a national monument in 1906 (Russell 

1992). The monument was initially placed under the management of the USFS and 

remains co-managed by it to this day. The third major moment in the history of the Gila 
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National Forest was the establishment of the Gila Wilderness as the first wilderness area 

by the Wilderness Act of 1964. This placed a highly ideological lens over the 

management of that specific type of land reserve. Official language used in the act, “the 

earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man” (The Wilderness Act, 1964) 

began to paint an image of a tract of land free of human interaction in both the past and 

present. This would create some problematic perspectives on the nature of “wilderness” 

in the modern day as noted by important central Wilderness Studies scholar and historian, 

Roderick Nash (2012). The Gila National Forest’s overlap with these other two key 

categories, archaeological and natural5  would prove important in understanding how the 

various stakeholders associated with the service create, manage, and present the 

archaeological heritage of the forest.  

 

Federal Legal Terms:  

 Important to my discussion is a brief overview of a piece of cultural heritage 

legislature crucial to archaeological work in National Forests: the National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA), Section 106. (National Parks Service 1997) A section 106 

review is required for any federal project that involves the oversight of a historical (or 

prehistoric) site and seeks to determine if the site is eligible for entry to the National 

Register of Historic Places. This usually means assessing the site according to four 

criteria as determined by the NHPA. The criteria run from A through D. Criterion A 

focuses on sites which hold historical significance, especially in relation to an event. 

Criterion B focuses on historical significance related to a historical figure. Criterion C 

                                                             
5 This category references National Forests’ association with the natural world and wilderness in the public 

imagination. 
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concerns represent the ideal characteristics of some form of cultural style. Lastly, 

Criterion D considers the research potential for any given archaeological site. Meeting 

only one of these criteria qualifies a site to be eligible for this designation, yet any site 

may meet multiple criteria. With official recognition comes a number of benefits such as 

federal support and protection. Unfortunately, certain criterion and data categories are 

overvalued and overrepresented within the Nation Register, including biases towards 

Anglo-American historic sites.   

Theoretical Framework: 

 

Cultural Heritage Studies: 

 The most substantial source of literature for the study of heritage is unsurprisingly 

cultural heritage studies. While a great deal of my thesis leans more into the realm of 

critical heritage studies, a base in the broader field must be established. Regarding my 

academic positionality, heritage studies has a deeply intertwined scholarly history with 

the field of anthropology, drawing from socio-cultural and archaeological work for 

decades (Pfeilstetter 2017). I have found especially useful literature that focuses on the 

ways in which archaeological and other cultural sites become contested spaces for 

numerous parties and actors to put forth their perspectives on the past in the present. 

  

 Both professor Lisa Breglia’s Monumental Ambivalence: The Politics of Heritage 

(2006) and Smith’s Uses of Heritage (2006) greatly supported my data analysis. Breglia 

provides a powerful account of the complicated contradictions that many archaeological 

heritage sites face, especially ones under colonial contexts. While her specific focus was 
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the Mexican government and its relationship with the indigenous Maya, numerous 

relevant parallels exist to the archaeological experience in the United States, especially 

the federal government’s relationship to the indigenous peoples. In much the way I have 

sought to clarify the archaeologist’s position within the heritage process in US National 

Forests, Breglia has attempted to ethnographically uncover the interests of many parties, 

governmental and ethnic, in the Yucatan. Professor Laurajane Smith’s concept of 

Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD), or the “hegemonic ‘authorized heritage 

discourse’, which  relies on the power/ knowledge claims of technical and aesthetic 

experts and institutionalized in state cultural agencies and amenity societies” informs my 

own methodology relating to discourse and greatly informs my writing (Smith 2006). She 

argues that the practice of ADH maintained by powerful institutes carries several 

consequences: namely, the creation of a tightly drawn self-referential set of evaluative 

qualifications for heritage and the focus of heritage practices on conservation and 

management. This scholarship raises critical elements that are expanded on by other 

scholars, namely in how to identify and describe points of heritage contestation in order 

to actually begin to come to creative solutions.      

  

 

Critical Heritage Studies: 

 The confluence of archaeological material, the USFS, and present-day heritage 

discourse is a complicated issue that cultural heritage studies has attempted to 

understand. Historically, the field of cultural heritage studies has focused on a Western 

materialistic perspective that privileges Euro-American assumptions of materiality and 
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value (Waterton and Watson, 2012). More recently scholars have attempted to move 

beyond simply addressing the technical elements of heritage and lend a critical edge to 

the field that questions many of these Western assumptions. Critical Heritage Studies or 

CHS attempts to re-center the field of cultural heritage to focus on heritage as a 

constantly evolving cultural phenomena and process (Gentry and Smith 2018) This form 

of heritage studies “not only interrogates the systems of power implicated in heritage 

practices but demonstrates the potential of deploying tangible and intangible heritage to 

address historical and systemic inequalities as a social activist strategy.” (Kryder-Reid 

2017). The most important aspects of this critical conception of heritage studies is that 

heritage is a sensory experience firmly rooted in the present with deep impacts on 

contemporary society, and that positionality needs to be better recognized and discussed. 

In his clarification on the critical aspect of these studies, Winter notes that while the 

mainstay issues of CHS, such as the specific difficulties of professional heritage 

conservation, should remain an object of study, he adds that the field also needs to 

refocus its energy to examine critical issues that face the world at a larger level, namely 

“..the complex, multi-vector challenges that face us today, such as cultural and 

environmental sustainability, economic inequalities, conflict resolution, social cohesion 

and the future of cities, to name a few.” (2012) Therefore the critical aspect of heritage 

work is not simply addressing the issues at the core of fieldwork but the issues of the 

field that resonate with greater society; into, through, and out of heritage.  

 

 Waterton and Watson (2012) frame the theoretical foundations of CHS in order to 

further efforts by heritage scholars to focus on previously discussed (Winter 2012) 
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critical issues, distinguishing between theories in, of, and for heritage. The theories in 

heritage center on the traditional underpinnings of fields such as anthropology and history 

and concern the “uneasy” relationship between operations management and the 

conceptualizations of heritage. The work remains quite prevalent as many people and 

groups are focused on the material-centric tourism side of heritage and how to best 

understand and manage it in our current commodity-driven world. Many academics and 

heritage professionals have used and continue to use these theories to understand the 

nature of heritage as a system of production and display. Scholars employing the theories 

of heritage attempt to, in a much broader way, understand heritage in its complete 

phenomenal form with an acknowledgement of its ideological underpinnings. While 

scholars and professionals guided by theories in heritage often did not address various 

unspoken values and assumptions tied to modern heritage such as the nationalistic 

endeavors of a state addressing changing times, the emergent theories of heritage had a 

general edge that attempted to challenge these unaddressed hegemonies in the 1980s. 

Waterton and Watson admit that the theories for heritage are conceptualized in a different 

way than the two previous frameworks as they focus on the directions they would like to 

see CHS head in rather than what the previous debates have entailed. They conceptualize 

the theories for heritage as frameworks that should focus on the lived sensory experience 

associated with heritage, and how intentionality with the embedded power and social 

position of heritage experiences can produce better outcomes in addressing pressing 

global issues. In many ways, the theories for heritage become the frameworks in which 

work and discourse can be applied to heritage for the “greater good.” 
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Beyond the meta-discussions of heritage, CHS scholars illuminate the field’s 

ability to serve as basis for active praxis touching on the issues that radiate in and out of 

heritage as described by the previous authors. Anthropology professor Elizabeth Kryder-

Reid reiterates that the field should serve as a source of activism within the more 

professional context of heritage work, that its goal should be to “humanise the concept of 

heritage to assert the agency of diverse stakeholders in creatively and intentionally 

resisting the politics of the heritage industry and profession.” (2018) She aligns her 

discussion of CHS’s purpose with Waterton and Watson’s idea of theories for heritage as 

it seeks to reinforce heritage as a living process that is constantly being negotiated and 

reformed through the engagement of many dissonant voices. Claisse et al. (2020) offer 

methods that focus on developing a critical edge within interactive exhibition design that 

exemplifies this concept. They argue that employing a design practice that contains the 

concepts of “polyvocal narratives, dialogical interaction, interweaving time and space” 

will help to create an experience within a museum that is more sensitive to the various 

perspectives of their visitors. In many ways their arguments for exhibition and 

museological best practice align with the needs and concerns of archaeologists and their 

research.  

 

Their work suggests ideas very similar to that of professors Yanni Hamilakis and 

Aris Anagnostopoulos’ (2009) conceptualization of archaeological ethnography as a way 

of creating a more intentional and sensitive experience surrounding archaeological 

heritage work. They introduce concepts highlighting time and space, specifically how 

archaeology is a field that operates at its best when the archaeologists who conduct it 
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acknowledge, recognize, and account for the ways in which archaeological knowledge 

engages in multitemporal action and conceptualizes space in unique ways. Archaeologists 

actively bridge time between the present, past, and the future through their actions as they 

connect the work they do in the now with the past they interpret and the future they hope 

to address. As I detail later in the thesis, archaeologists can find potential for critical 

change in how they understand space in the archaeological past and present, allowing for 

the reconfiguration of site-based analysis and evaluation.  They also bring attention 

intentionality in research design, and active fieldwork in order to establish best research 

practice in the field and beyond. CHS offers ways to analyze not only the complicated 

whole that is the process of heritage but also methods to address the issues of the world 

through it. 

 

Wilderness Studies:  

 While I have centered the core theoretical grounding for my work regarding the 

Gila National Forest in critical heritage studies, I have also reviewed a number of allied 

fields of study to help better contextualize the dynamics of heritage. For example, 

Wilderness Studies provides a great deal of insight into how the American people’s 

conceptualization of wilderness also greatly impacts their notions of heritage. Similar to 

CHS, Wilderness Studies is a relatively new field of study that covers a wide breadth of 

topics, ranging from biological conservation policy to English literature. This aspect of 

the field that unifies all of these disparate avenues of study, from history to ecology, is 

the focus on the human-wilderness interface. Though Wilderness Studies has its roots in 
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several fields dating back centuries, its true coalescence would not begin until the 1960s 

with the work of individuals such as Roderick Nash.  

 

Based off his own dissertation, Nash wrote the foundational book, Wilderness and 

the American Mind (1967) which essentially launched the humanistic study of wilderness 

as a reified concept. Nash focused on framing wilderness as a perceived condition rather 

than an actual one and traced the history of the American perception of the wilderness 

idea. He traces this idea through its historical-linguistic origin in European languages 

through the religious, philosophical, artistic movements that have further shaped it on the 

North American continent. Throughout his whole discussion, Nash continues to frame 

wilderness as a concept shaped by numerous historical particulars embodied in changing 

economic, social, and cultural values; but beyond this, he further argues that these 

conceptions have also exerted influence over reality by way of how people have 

employed law and policy regarding wilderness. Legal decrees such as Wilderness Act of 

1964 have direct effects on the natural and cultural landscapes in the United States, both 

physically as well as perceptually. Since the book’s initial publication in 1967, Nash has 

updated his work (2012) to address more contemporary politics and debates, alongside 

other wilderness writers such as Michael Lewis (2007). Nash and Lewis both offer 

strikingly familiar critical perspectives that attempt to address the crises of the modern 

day, namely political inaction, and the rapid environmental collapse we face. 

 

 Though archaeology, anthropology, and cultural heritage may not initially seem 

like they have a place within Wilderness Studies, various academic authors such as Erika 
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Blecha, Daniel Maher, and Paul Shackel argue for the connective tissue that either exists 

or should be built between these fields and Wilderness Studies. In her master’s thesis 

(2015), archaeologist Erika Blecha vehemently argues that archaeology should be 

brought into the existing discussion on wilderness studies on the basis that it has the 

unique ability to address the dissonance found between the perspectives of the various 

stakeholders of wilderness. These perspectives range from those of the governmental 

agents, western activists, and indigenous people who clash due to their unique 

positionality, which harkens back to Nash’s ideas on the numerous elements that shape 

conceptions of wilderness.  

 

Blecha goes beyond describing trends and offers the ways in which archaeology 

can help mend the bridges between perspectives and create an overall positive change 

with peoples’ attitudes concerning the land. She attempts this by challenging the 

American understanding of wilderness regarding the presence of human environmental 

modification. Further highlighting that we cannot simply understand the American 

“wilderness” by way of the natural sciences as various peoples have been shaping it for 

thousands of years through their actions. Her discussion thereby argues that archaeology 

has an equally important place as any other traditionally considered field in the greater 

sphere of Wilderness Studies. In line with the emerging ideas that of critical heritage 

studies that heritage work can be activism, she  recommends using archaeology in 

conjunction with wilderness studies “so that we can better understand how much human 

influence any given area can withstand and how they can rejuvenate and even flourish.” 

(2015).  Blecha acknowledges the issues surrounding the polyvocal nature of wilderness 
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but highlights the potential that archaeology to provide powerful change for wilderness 

and heritage studies through reconceptualizing harmful perspectives on the presence of 

indigenous peoples in the Americas specifically. 

 

In their book, Mythic frontiers: remembering, forgetting, and profiting with 

cultural heritage tourism, (2016) Maher and Shackel discuss cultural heritage tourism in 

relation to an idea directly related to the Euro-American conception of wilderness: the 

frontier complex. They define the frontier complex as a cultural phenomenon that arises 

through the process of “mixing contemporary imaginings of what the frontier was like 

with historical and material artifacts from a specific period…” In their primary case 

studies, they discuss tourist sites based off conceptions of 19th-century frontier forts and 

how they serve as sites of a values-laden cultural memory factory. The idea of the frontier 

complex is also closely connected to wilderness studies as the notion of a frontier is 

grounded in a Euro-American perspective of civilization bordering some sort of non-

civilizations or “wilderness”. The very concept exists due to this western conception and 

exemplifies how these perceptions can have deep impacts on the land by encouraging 

tourist practices that could harm it or reinforcing problematic categories of Western 

thought that lead to further destruction through toxic masculinity or the like. The ideas of 

Maher and Shackel extend past their cases studies though and connects with the previous 

work of scholars such as Handler and Linnekin (1984) and their notion of tradition as 

thoroughly grounded in the present. Handler and Linnekin see tradition as an idea that 

constantly references a past, imagined or historical, and therefore something else entirely 

than the “authentic” thing they reference. These authors provide a great deal of insight 
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into how perceptions are constantly formed and influence further how we treat the target 

of discussion, for example, seeing the wilderness of a national forest as a place 

traditionally untouched by humans and therefore erasing all impacts from peoples not 

fitting a western conception of the space.  

 

Discourse Analysis: 

 

 Discourse analysis is a powerful method for contextually relevant linguistic 

analysis of data such as interviews, or as Gee (2011) defines it “The analysis of language-

in-use whether spoken or written. Linguistic forms of discourse analysis pay attention to 

the details of grammar and how they function in communication. Other forms of 

discourse analysis pay attention only to themes and messages.”  The baseline method as 

described by individuals such as Gee or Jorgensen and Phillips (2002) allows researchers 

to analyze their linguistic data in a number of ways, with my own focus being on content 

analysis that alludes to themes, meanings, and thought for the speaker. To this end, work 

exemplified by Bellier’s chapter in a 2005 volume, A New Agenda in (Critical) Discourse 

Analysis: theory, methodology, and interdisciplinary, which focused on critical discourse 

analysis and institutional discourse, became especially important to my own project. 

Arguing for interdisciplinary integration of discourse methods from linguistics and 

anthropology, Bellier states that anthropology should open its discourse analysis to the 

institutional scale of operation rather than the classical units of culture like kin groups. Of 

special interest are organizations with a large yet unique degree of influence over 

communities, in which her ethnographic case was the United Nations. (Bellier 2005) 
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Other scholars (Blommaert and Bulcaen 2000) continue to drive home the 

significance of critical discourse analysis, which aids in understanding cultural 

developments through linguistic expression. Gee offers his own defining characteristics 

of what makes the act critical: it becomes critical as the discourse engages with politics 

and people’s “interests” (2011). Teasing out the various perspectives and ideologies of 

any form of language is central to understanding the critical impact of languages.   
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CHAPTER 4: Data Analysis 

 

Introduction:  

 

 This project originated in the summer of 2019, while I participated in an 

archaeological field school in the American Southwest. The experience focused on the 

archaeological investigation of a late pre-contact culture in the southern part of the 

region, but the institute that ran the school also incorporated public heritage work into our 

learning objectives. Our session on learning to conduct archaeological surveys was the 

unit of study in which this public angle became the most salient in my mind. While the 

excavation aspect of the field school contained this public-facing component, the field 

school held a sort of casual conference that was open to the general public of neighboring 

towns that focused on student research projects .The excavation took place on a piece of 

private property and the interested parties had to be made aware of the learning 

opportunity through the organization’s outreach efforts. On the other hand, the survey 

component of the field school occurred in the Gila National Forest, a place where visitors 

rarely interact with the archaeological knowledge found within due in part to more 

nature-focused tourist interests associated with hiking and camping. While focused on the 

“wilderness” in the forest, many visitors have little idea of the archaeological materials 

collected, cared for, and curated by the service. As my unit supervisor pointed out, 

archaeological survey projects comprise the vast majority of the archaeological work 

undertaken in the United States, yet much of the public has no conception of this aspect 

of the profession which has led to a very interesting perception conundrum.  
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Archaeological materials and research that are visible within public venues, such 

as the US national forests and parks, revolve around much of the process of conducting 

and creating archaeological work and knowledge. Those who perform the archaeological 

work do not always communicate their research well and those who consume it do not 

always have a high degree of archaeological “literacy” (i.e. an understanding of how 

work is conducted and conceptualized). There are even more degrees of complexity 

added in the case of American archaeology, as many archaeologists do not share the 

ethnic backgrounds of the indigenous producers of the sites they study and bring their 

own ethnocentric perspectives into the greater scientific community. This relationship 

lies at the heart of my own project, and I believe that it can shed light on some of the 

most important dynamics at play with United States cultural heritage. 

  

I have been infatuated with the field of archaeology since I was young, but the act 

of engaging with the actual fieldwork was what truly cemented my deep interest in the 

field and its many associated dynamics. As I further developed my understanding of the 

archaeological process, one moment in one day of survey stands out in my mind as 

pivotal to my thesis project. The sky had begun to get dark with storms in the distance, as 

my survey supervisor, another student, and I were sitting amongst some trees near a 

clearing in the mountains of the Gila National Forest. We had just finished our sweep of 

an archaeological site that we had rediscovered and were filling out the official 

paperwork. The intense heat and chorus of cicadas that previously pestered me had 

broken and gave way to cool air and light rain, and I had not even noticed. I was too 
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enraptured by what I was doing, recording, and trying to understand all of the data we 

came across. The act of surveying was surprisingly humbling as I was given, in part, the 

task of interpreting the material remains of this place where humans had lived over a 

thousand years ago. Besides reflecting on the past, I was actively playing a role in 

constructing archaeological knowledge. The records I created would be entered into the 

Gila National Forest’s database and would contribute to the overall anthropological 

understanding of Lincoln Canyon’s settlement history. 

  

As the team and I inventoried the materials on this specific site, keeping track of 

the lithics, ceramics, and architecture we found, I uncovered one unique find. Among the 

number of ceramic sherds at this site, was one polychrome piece I had come across while 

combing. This sherd was a Mimbres Black-on-White II transitional style, one of the most 

iconic found in the American Southwest. Created by a group of Mogollon people 

between 900-1000 CE, this style is well known for its beautiful black and white coloring, 

geometric patterns, and depictions of humans, animals, and other beings. Along with 

several other distinguishing features including architecture style, this form of pottery is a 

key identifier of Mimbres material culture. While many Mimbres sites are located in the 

Gila National Forest, this find was important in the scope of our field project because it 

redefined our understanding of the pre-contact history of the canyon. My supervisor 

explained to me that despite this being a single-surface level sherd, it lent evidence to 

suggest that the Mimbres occupation of the Canyon stretched deeper than previously 

interpreted. This rewriting of archaeological knowledge made two concepts salient in my 
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mind: the impact that archaeological workers have on our knowledge of the past, and the 

idea of archaeological knowledge as a process rather than a simple “thing”. 

  

Alongside my realizations about the nature of archaeological work, engaging in 

the paperwork also opened my eyes to a number of challenges that are deeply rooted in 

the field. As we sat underneath a juniper tree to escape the light drizzle and fill out pages 

of federally mandated forms, several jarring elements jumped out at me. The outdated 

and offensive language6, the exclusive requirements for sites to meet section 106 review 

for the NRHP, and the high potential for hasty data collection are some of the major 

concerns I encountered. My fellow student and I sat and discussed many of these issues 

while our instructor pushed us to think more critically on the situation and attempted to 

tease out more nuanced thoughts from us. Archaeological survey education was one of 

the most impactful and powerful learning experiences in my life and has thoroughly 

shaped my academic trajectory. For example, the experience helped me arrive at my 

central purpose behind this thesis project: to better understand how the process of 

archaeology unfolds under the auspices of the USFS. 

 

                                                             
6 As previously mentioned, offensive language such as outdated cultural terms, like Anasazi appears on some 

documents. Other terms such as the chronological designation of “historical site” have been viewed as problematic 

as it insinuates that indigenous peoples have no history because it is not written. 
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Figure 3: An overview of the Field House site with artifact markers.  

Archaeology in the National Forest: 

 

In order to introduce the reader to archaeological survey work in US national 

forests, I will explain how other students and I conducted archaeological processes at the 

site introduced earlier in my introduction to this chapter. I will henceforth refer to it as 

the Field House7 site (See Figure 3).  Once we had rediscovered his site, we established 

and finalized its boundaries by recording object density in relation to the initial find, 

uploading the details to a site database with a GPS system. The total amount and types of 

objects were then detailed alongside architecture and any other features. Within the Field 

House site, we found numerous tertiary lithics flakes (the biproduct of lithic tool 

refinement), some ceramic sherds, and the eponymous architecture for the site, the cobble 

                                                             
7 I have chosen to call the site “the Field House” site due to the presence of a domestic structure that could be a field 

house, a building used for shelter by the indigenous people of this period while tending to their farms away from the 

main village. 
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remains of a small field house (See Figure 4). We would eventually need to record all of 

this data in a number of forms, but this act was not as simple as entering a series of facts 

and numbers we came across. We were presented with a high degree of interpretive 

responsibility, ranging from ceramic identification, architectural typology, and the overall 

purpose of the site. 

 

Figure 4: The extant rubble mound of the eponymous field house.  

 

My fellow student and I debated the specific style of the aforementioned 

diagnostic ceramic sherd while our supervisor listened patiently.  We were attempting to 

determine if the piece was either Mimbres II or III, which would narrow the site's 

chronology to a number of years. All we had to go off was a single piece of a pot and 

reference material derived from the knowledge of many, many archaeologists and we 

eventually settled on a choice, with which our supervisor further agreed. Even our 

supervisor, an experienced surveyor, went back and forth on whether the architecture on 

the site represented more of a seasonal workspace or permanent housing, letting us come 

to our own conclusion with the data we gathered. The low representation of ceramics, 

especially of decorated pieces, alongside the major presence of lithic flakes had us 
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leaning towards a workspace interpretation of the site, which is what we wrote within the 

narrative section of our site form (Consult Appendix A for an example of Site Record 

Forms). 

 

To further aid my discussion, I will explain and examine the archaeological site 

records, and other documentation, as they are  kept by archaeologists who work with the 

USFS. In line with my previous section, I will continue to focus on the Field House site. 

Not only does it hold personal significance for me as the first site I recorded and 

interpreted in whole, but it demonstrates the site’s potential to serve as an exemplary 

legend, a sort of key, to map the USFS’s objectives and priorities for archaeological 

material to establish a baseline understanding of the kind of data that many archaeologists 

encounter and the work they do with it. The archaeological survey report for the 2019 

field season in Lincoln Canyon reveals a great deal of important information, beginning 

with some of the initial tables and the headers for the individual site in which a hierarchy 

of information importance is established. Outside of logistical data, such as the location 

of the site, the following mandated categories are listed at the top of each report: Site 

Description, Site Type, Cultural Affiliation, Chronological Placement, and 

Environmental Setting. Furthermore, subsequent descriptive sections on artifacts, 

features, condition, and interpretation attempt to flesh out the previously established 

categories and further detail the site. 

 

These various report categories provide insight into how the USFS organizes the 

archaeological process, the specific work that is conducted by each particular 
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archaeologist involved in that process, and the information valued by the USFS. I will 

begin my discussion  by considering two of the categories, Site Description and Site 

Type, which I view as highly interconnected. Site Type is the category by which the 

archaeological sites are organized and identified by material/feature type: or example the 

Field House site is categorized as a Masonry Structure site. Then Site Description goes a 

degree further and attaches a more exact term to the specific site. In the case of the Field 

House site, we designated it as a Pueblo due in part to the domestic nature of its 

structures. Where these categories attempt to summarize and signify referential 

categorical data associated to any archaeological site, the others touch on some of the 

specific identifiable and interpreted aspects. 

 

Cultural Affiliation and Chronological Placement are some of the most important 

identifiable elements of the archaeological survey process, and they carry ramifications 

that echo through not only the Forest Service structure but into the greater public 

production of knowledge. Cultural Affiliation in an archaeological setting generally 

means subsuming any specific material remains within an archaeological tradition or 

culture, but this becomes more complicated in a region such as the American Southwest 

because affiliation also means relationship to living indigenous peoples. Chronological 

Placement refers to simply identifying the period of time that the material belongs to, but 

also becomes increasingly more complicated as it figures into the cultural identification 

and affiliation issues. In the case of the Field House site, the material remains were 

identified as the Mogollon tradition and more specifically as Mimbres due to the 

diagnostic sherd we rediscovered (See Figure 5). This presents us with a rather succinct 
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timeline for when the site was occupied and gives a better idea to whom the people who 

lived at the site are related in the present day. These characterizations also carry a 

disproportionate weight into how the site will be treated and maintained. Identifiable and 

important cultural traditions carry more “prestige” and can even result in higher priority 

treatment by the Forest Service under section 106 compared to sites which contain 

material that is either chronologically/culturally unidentifiable or not as traditionally 

“interesting”. The visually enrapturing art of the Mimbres culture draws more attention 

than the less striking material of the Early Pithouse period, for example.  

 

Figure 5: A diagnostic Mimbres Black-on-White Transitional Sherd found at the Field House site.  

 

Lastly, Environmental Setting is another deceptively simple category that 

provides a great deal of insight into the interpretation of the site. At the surface level, 

Environmental Setting is what it purports to be, a description of the environmental setting 

in which a site is located. However, it also reaches beyond into the realms of condition 
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and interpretation. The archaeological purpose of environmental description, in the case 

of USFS survey, is twofold: archaeologists use it to potentially help illuminate how past 

people lived and interacted with the environment, as well as to keep up with reporting 

and monitoring the site’s condition. Archaeologists can surmise from ecological data how 

a group of people may have lived in the past. For example, the presence of a dried-out 

riverbed nearby may hint at where the local Mogollon peoples gathered river cobble to 

build their houses. On the other hand, this data also allows rangers and archaeologists to 

make decisions on what sites are in danger of environmental destruction, especially 

related to the many fires that pass through the region. All of this information plays a 

major role in how the archaeological knowledge of the region is constructed, and the 

process can be further explored through the other sub-sections of the reports. 

 

The explicit goals of the USFS’s focus on the descriptive categories of the site 

records, namely Condition, Interpretation, NRHP (National Register of Historic Places) 

Eligibility Evaluation, and Recommendations. While each category is individually 

important, I will also demonstrate how deeply entwined they are with each other as well 

as the interests and perspectives of the archaeologists who conduct the work. A 

descriptive category, Condition simply details the physical quality of the physical site, 

focusing specifically on elements that may threaten its integrity such as alluvial washes 

or proximity to well-travelled trails. The Field House site, for example, is highly affected 

by alluvial run-off, which has led to the deterioration of the eponymous field house. 

While this category appears to be mostly description, it helps determine the statements 

the archaeologists make in the next three sections of the records. Within the 
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Interpretation section, much more of the individual archaeologist’s agency is apparent. 

One of the most important tasks concerning the outcome of the survey of the site is the 

archaeologist’s interpretation of the various material data they encounter at it. The 

interpretation record affords the archaeologist the chance to make their case for the 

significance of a site and work with and around USFS objectives. As mentioned before, 

we interpreted the Field House site as a small Mimbres habitation and work site based off 

of the artifacts and features in the area. The small pueblo structure as well as the presence 

of decorated pottery suggested to us that there was a somewhat sedentary occupation of 

the site, while the great number of lithics and proximity to fertile farming space pointed 

us to the possible field house status. This site also had the overall benefit of having 

strongly identifiable material culture and an extant architectural feature.   

 

NRHP Eligibility Evaluation, alongside Recommendations, is one of the most 

important “data” categories. This is the section that corresponds with the section 106 

review and seeks to determine if a site is eligible to be placed on the NRHP and afforded 

all associated benefits and statuses. These benefits range from a number of boons, 

including access to various sources of federal funding, and increased public awareness of 

the site. To determine if a site is eligible for the register, it must meet one or more of four 

criteria. Criteria A-C usually are not applicable to most pre-contact indigenous sites due 

in part to the section 106 biases towards Anglo-American historical sites and exceptional 

material examples of the past. 
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As briefly noted, on page 21, Criterion A concerns a cultural site’s relationship to 

a “events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history” 

(National Parks Service 1997). Sites such as the Alamo would qualify under this criterion 

as it played a major role in the historic trajectory for the US as a whole. This displays 

obvious biases against minor sites and ones without written history. These biases are 

further compounded by the individual workers and the concerns of heritage specialists. 

Criterion B focuses on sites related to important individuals. For example, Abraham 

Lincoln’s childhood house would qualify under this criterion. Criterion C applies to 

spectacular examples of any given quality of a site, such as the exceptional engineering 

of a bridge or the famous art of a specific master. Overall, many of these criteria do not 

apply to the vast majority of archaeological sites, but Criterion D serves as a catch-all for 

many of the sites that slip past the first three. Criterion D concerns the 

research/information potential of any given site, both past and present and, as the NRHP 

describes as, “important in prehistory or history”. Many indigenous archaeological sites 

are considered eligible under this criterion, but this may even be dependent on how the 

archaeologist interprets the data and views its importance. Our survey supervisor 

considered the Field House site important for a number of reasons under Criterion D. 

They believed that it was important to highlight this example of past indigenous life and 

hopefully provide an opportunity examine the chronic undervaluation of the indigenous 

material. Criterion D has the potential to elevate an archaeological site to importance or 

relegate it to obscurity, and this all occurs under the intersection of an archaeologist’s 

personal beliefs, professional focuses, and federal regulation. 
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Within the report form, Recommendations is a section based on the previous 

descriptive categories that directly relates to important information which indexes the 

priorities and concerns of the USFS. Such recommendations focus on what the 

archaeologist who recorded the site believes is the best course of action to protect it and 

follow organizational obligations. Concerns of potential damage from fire, environmental 

degradation, and possible looting are at the core of how an archaeologist approaches 

writing these recommendations. While mitigating these damages is important to all 

archaeologists, this emphasis on the material quality and adherence to the minimum of 

federal regulation displays the institutional concerns in line with problematic materialist 

perspectives and priorities in line with Western economic thought. At the Field House 

site, we as the acting archaeologists recommended a less severe form of federally-

mandated and prescribed burning to minimize damage to artifacts and features, as well as 

semiregular monitoring to prevent potential looting. While this section does not allow for 

the same deal of agency on the part of the archaeologist as Interpretation and National 

Register of Historic Places Eligibility, it does allow the archaeologist to recommend 

higher level of attention to certain materials if they see fit. 

 

In direct contrast to the Field House site, which provides a relatively clear 

example of how a pre-contact site may gain status - and therefore attention and protection 

- under the USFS archaeological process, another nearby site exhibits how the process 

can undermine and undervalue some forms of archaeological data. We rediscovered a 

small lithics processing site, which I will hereto refer to as the Processing site (See Figure 

6). This site failed to qualify as “important” when analyzed in reference to the data 
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organized under many of the categories as maintained by the USFS, but further analysis 

reveals that this grossly underestimates its archaeological value. I did not fully reconsider 

the value of the site until I later reviewed spatial data, specifically in connection to the 

field house site. By systematically referring to and comparing the various categorizations 

applied to the Field House site, I will demonstrate how the Processing site’s importance 

can be re-conceptualized and better understood.  

 

As viewed independently through the previously discussed categories, the 

Processing site may initially appear unimportant, but I will showcase how its significance 

can be re-contextualized through re-interrogation and introducing new perspectives on 

the data. The various categories found on the record forms provide a great deal of insight 

into an individual site, as far as traditional archaeological research is concerned, but also 

into the greater issues of how analysis may be restrained by virtue of the focused and 

time sensitive goals of the USFS. Further investigations of datasets such as survey 

records, even casual and unfocused ones, can help to establish a more nuanced 

understanding of the archaeological landscape in which any given site is located. With 

these statements I do not mean to imply that this sort of reevaluation is not done by many 

archaeologists, but I want to highlight its effect and how this thoroughness may not 

always be incentivized through lack of (or difficulty in securing) funding through the 

government or other sources.  
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Figure 6: An overview of the Processing site.  

 

To best establish the Processing site’s importance, I will run through a few of the 

categories as previously described, discuss the initial records for the site, and then detail 

how further context for the site can completely shift its interpretation. The most important 

of the record data categories to my discussion are Site Type, Cultural Affiliation, and 

Chronological Placement. As previously mentioned, these three categories help the 

archaeologist determine the following descriptive categories:  Interpretation, and NRHP 

Eligibility. The extra attention brought by singular analysis that extends beyond the work 

expected by the USFS reveals the possibility of the Processing site fitting into the greater 

picture of Lincoln Canyon’s past. 

 

We categorized the site as an Artifact Scatter, with the possibility of it being a 

processing location for its Site Type. The nature of the site seemed apparent due to the 
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high presence of lithic flakes and tools (See Figure 7), mostly primary and secondary 

flakes which are the direct result of the initial lithic reduction. We also identified a 

metate, or grinding stone, which would have aided in other aspects of processing 

materials. This was most likely a site where people would have begun the process of 

creating stone tools from raw materials. While this aspect was rather clear, the other two 

data categories were left unclear.  No Cultural Affiliation could be established due to the 

lack of diagnostic artifacts such as ceramic sherds or projectile points. Similarly, the lack 

of diagnostic artifacts made it difficult to determine the site’s Chronological Placement, 

as no styles could be identified to link it with any specific century or chronological 

grouping. Contrary to the Field House site, we did not find Mimbres sherds or other 

diagnostic materials to link the processing site to a specific culture or set of dates. 

Without such data, our best guess was that the site most likely represented a pre-contact 

indigenous occupation but there was little certainty about that designation. As this 

example demonstrates, the lack of diagnostic data associated with many sites has a 

detrimental effect on how this data is interpreted and treated by the USFS. It also has a 

noticeable impact on the Interpretation and NRHP Eligibility sections of the records. 
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Figure 7: A biface from the Processing site.  

 

As I previously discussed, our interpretation of the Processing site was exactly as 

the name implies, that it was primarily a lithics processing site. We encountered and 

recorded numerous artifacts that helped guide us to this conclusion, yet there was still a 

lack of the diagnostic materials that we would need to link the site to a cultural group or 

even time frame. While the site was almost certainly of non-domestic nature, we could 

not simply designate it as Mimbres or Archaic, as it could be either with the knowledge at 

hand, and those are periods that are separated by almost 10,000 years at their broadest. 

Given the lack of information, our group had to indicate that the site was not eligible for 

nomination to the NRHP, and the associated benefits, due to a lack of research potential 

under this form of review. At this point, the site would enter the permanent records of the 

Gila National Forest and Archaeology Southwest and would become obscured when 

compared to the Field House site. Normally this is where most interaction with the site by 
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archaeologists and other researchers would end. However, stopping at this point severely 

undermines a comprehensive understanding of the Processing site. 

 

An important piece of data was overlooked in the recording of the site, namely 

geospatial data, and its relationship to other sites in the area. My reinterpretation of the 

Processing Site began with a quick glance at the map of the area we had recently 

surveyed, as it revealed something very interesting about the two sites. Despite none of us 

noting this in our records, the Processing site was only a couple hundred meters from the 

Field House site. This fact was not recorded in the initial survey for a number of reasons 

including the presence of different students taking down notes, the order in which we 

proceeded through our project zone, and the USFS’s qualifications for site definition8. 

The last reason becomes even more important when viewed in conjunction with the 

environmental setting of the Processing Site. Resting on an alluvially-damaged ridgeline, 

the Processing site has suffered artifact displacement from the elements, over an extended 

period of time. This would shift the very borders of what we identify as an archaeological 

site in the present day. One of the most important qualifications for defining site 

boundaries, as dictated by the USFS, is a consistent presence of artifacts stretching across 

a physical space. Where we categorized these two sites as separate due to the parameters 

we were given and the situation of the moment, in reality the Field House and Processing 

sites would have most likely been part of one lived cultural landscape. The alluvial wash 

played a role in disrupting the boundaries of our understanding, but our agency as 

                                                             
8 USFS site qualifications hinge on a small number of characteristics, namely 50-meter parameter around the initial 

find, and the presence of more than three kinds of artifacts or materials (lithics type) at the site. 
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archaeologists allowed us to re-envision the context of sites such as the Processing Site, 

instilling more understanding and value into our perspectives on the site. 

 

The assemblages of the two sites supports our interpretation of a singular 

complex, as tool production is reflected in different stages at different places. At the 

Processing site, the initial work on the tools was conducted possibly to avoid spreading 

debitage around the domestic area of the Field House, potentially explaining the distance 

between the sites. The majority of lithics materials found at the Field House site were 

tertiary flakes, the byproduct of penultimate tool refinement which leaves smaller and 

less intrusive waste. Only mere moments from each other, the Mimbres occupants of the 

site would have simply needed to walk over a small hill to reach their processing 

encampment from their homestead. What may seem like a minor change to our 

understanding of the site allows us to reach further in understanding a comprehensive and 

thoughtful way of life one thousand years ago. This connection does not simply extend to 

the Processing site as a number of other sites in the immediate area tie into the living 

situation of the domestic Field House site, filling in further gaps of knowledge. From 

there, archaeologists such as myself can begin to educate the greater public in a clearer 

way, as we disseminate more accurate information and/or illuminate the archaeological 

process for the non-practitioner. 

 

My reinterpretation of the site not only demonstrates the processual nature of 

archaeological knowledge but also highlights the power of the archaeologist’s agency to 

influence our greater understanding of the past. In the case of the Gila National Forest, 
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this agency is defined vis-à-vis the guiding framework for heritage work laid out by the 

USFS. This relationship can be characterized by Smith’s (2006) Authorized Heritage 

Discourse (AHD) concept, but for my own case study I further refine the term and codify 

it as Organizational Authorized Heritage Discourses (OAHD). Smith sees the production 

of these discourses as an overarching force within society that dominates the entire 

sphere of heritage discourse. 

 

“What I argue in this book is that there is rather a hegemonic discourse about heritage, 

which acts to constitute the way we think, talk and write about heritage. The ‘heritage’ 

discourse therefore naturalizes the practice of rounding up the usual suspects to conserve 

and ‘pass on’ to future generations, and in so doing promotes a certain set of Western 

elite cultural values as being universally applicable. Consequently, this discourse 

validates a set of practices and performances, which populates both popular and expert 

constructions of ‘heritage’ and undermines alternative and subaltern ideas about 

‘heritage’. At the same time, the ‘work’ that ‘heritage’ ‘does’ as a social and cultural 

practice is obscured, as a result of the naturalizing effects of what I call the ‘authorized 

heritage discourse’.” (Smith 2006) 

 

    Much of her definition applies to the work of the USFS, but I find it important to 

focus her terminology down in scope for this case. My term, OAHD functions much like 

AHD but operates on a micro scale in reference to various heritage organizations and 

their specific forms of discourse on heritage. While this shift in terminology still enables 

us to understand the ways in which the conversation about archaeological heritage can be 

dominated by certain forms of thought, it also lets us view the dynamics of various actors 

and groups in a clearer manner. The most important aspect of AHD to my case study is 

the naturalization of Western values and ideas, which reveals the particular framework of 

the US Federal Government. Where Smith analyzes the greater sphere of heritage 

discourse as defined by large-scale international organizations such as UNESCO as well 
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as vaguer and less cohesive concept like greater society, I want to shine a light on the 

smaller “authorities” at work. I found that there is no better place to analyze the USFS’ 

heritage discourse than their official manual on Heritage Management in National 

Forests.  

 

2360.2 – Objectives 

 

“The Congress in 1966 declared it to be our national policy that the Federal government 

will “administer federally owned, administered, or controlled prehistoric and historic 

resources in a spirit of stewardship for the inspiration and benefit of present and future 

generations.  

 

To this end, the Forest Service will provide leadership in preserving America’s heritage 

through responsible stewardship activities that recognize, preserve, protect, enhance, and 

use cultural resources for the greatest public benefit.” (Manning 2008) 

 

Within the objectives for the Heritage Management program, as outlined by the 

manual, I discovered the initial indexation of the complicated and confusing ideological 

influences of USFS policy on archaeological workers. Contradictions arise through a 

combination of the outwardly altruistic and quixotic messaging of the Forest Service’s 

objectives and the vague language used to describe how the organization may achieve 

them. While “for the inspiration and benefit of present and future generations” puts forth 

the notion of a noble institution, the openness of terms like “use [of] cultural resources” 

leaves a great deal of room for interpretation into what the USFS actually considers as 

authorized discourse. Found in the section following objectives, the Policy section 

provides a much more comprehensible perspective into how the organization’s vague 

language can create tension amongst practicing archaeologists within national forests.  
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The USFS lays out eight points concerning its policy on heritage management, 

including organizational relationship maintenance, stewardship, and research goals. 

While the eight points further lay out how the USFS attempts to achieve its goals, they 

also go into more explicit wording on how to go about doing so. I have found that the 

USFS’ authorized vocabulary through which they articulate how these goals are to be 

implemented puts a commercial focus on heritage which shapes how the organization and 

those with whom they share the information the USFS gathers view many archaeological 

sites. Consider point one, “Establish and maintain effective relationships with Federal, 

State, Tribal, and local governments and historic preservation organizations at all levels 

of the agency to ensure protection of cultural resources and to promote Heritage Program 

efficiencies.” (Manning 2008). In this point, the word “efficiencies” stands out in how it 

represents the organization’s stance of value optimization. Points Two and Three further 

contain words such as “utilization” and “value” in the context of heritage viewed as 

assets of the state, which furthers cements heritage work primarily as form of resource 

management. The materialistic focus of this mindset has the potential to undermine just 

and restorative archaeological practices as highlighted through my form analysis. 

Through the potentially contradictory messaging of the USFS’ heritage management 

programming, it becomes easier to understand how archaeological processes can be 

affected as I have described earlier in the section as well as the various thoughts and 

concerns of the archaeologists who conduct this process. In the following section I will 

begin to outline how the archaeologists I interviewed conceptualize archaeology, 

especially in light of the ways organizations frame and influence their approaches.  
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Archaeology and the Archaeologists: 

 

My attempt to understand how archaeologists themselves conceptualize, interact 

with, and produce archaeological knowledge has been critical to my project. To this end I 

conducted interviews with archaeologists from different spheres of the archaeological 

world in order to see how their experiences and thoughts influenced their work in 

national forests in general, and the Gila National Forest, in specific. In my work, I have 

defined the spheres of archaeological work as the different categories of work they 

occupy such as academic, governmental, and private. The archaeologists who occupy 

each of these groupings  often have different attitudes, thoughts, and characteristics 

which are of great interest to my work.  

 

The archaeologists within the academic sphere are generally concerned with 

conducting research for the “sake” of research and are affiliated with colleges and 

universities either as students or as professors/researchers employed by the institutes. 

They place more emphasis on equity regarding their descendant communities of the 

archaeological cultures they study in their work but also face issues as “objective 

scientists.” Governmental archaeologists include both state and federal, but in the case of 

my thesis are primarily individuals who have worked for the USFS as rangers. They carry 

a lot of respect for their institute but also acknowledge that they generally conduct 

archaeological work for the sake of governmental regulations such as protecting a 

landscape from fires. Private archaeologists are individuals who work for private cultural 
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resource management (CRM) firms. They excavate and survey on contract to ensure that 

companies and other organizations building projects do not disturb cultural resources. 

Many individuals harbor the notion that many of these firms and their archaeologists are 

primarily concerned with money. There are other spheres of archaeological work such as 

Tribal, but they do not figure into my thesis’ research question. 

 

 The conversational interviews I conducted with the archaeologists involved with 

the Gila National Forest revealed some of the greatest insights (Consult Appendix B for 

information on my important interviewees). This range represents the majority of the 

sectors within the field and lends to a more comprehensive perspective on the 

complicated nature of archaeological work. While all interviewees have participated in 

fieldwork, they hold diverse views and understand the dynamics of the forests and other 

public spheres of archaeology in very different ways.  

 

Despite my interviews taking place over various communication services such as 

Skype and Zoom rather than in the thick of the field due to the COVID-19 pandemic, , 

they provided a wonderful opportunity to engage with a diverse group of archaeological 

practitioners who had in one way or another interacted with the landscapes of and sites 

within the Gila National Forest. Examining where these archaeologists diverge on 

personal ideology, work goals, and outcomes provides a powerful angle into my core 

investigation. Through content analysis, I could discern some of the major motifs found 

in the ways interviewees discussed the discipline of archaeology. Concerning the 
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archaeologists’ relationships with the discipline, they can largely be broken up into the 

traditional categories of positive and negative.  

  

Almost every archaeologist with whom I interacted defined their relationship with 

the discipline as grounded in love and passion for the work. Every single time I have 

asked the establishing question of “Why did you get into archaeology?” over the glowing 

screen I have been met with a similar response, “Oh well it is rather cliche...” or “I have 

known ever since I was little.” From undergraduate students newly introduced to 

archaeology to the veteran rangers, everyone appeared to share a deep connection to the 

field of archaeology and the importance of this relationship to its practice would become 

more apparent as I talked more with individuals and connected their thoughts with the 

rest of my analytical material. I rarely came across language usage that focused on motifs 

of obligation and solemn duty, rather many expressed an excitement about what they felt 

was a “welcome” responsibility. Even when tackling gravely serious issues of indigenous 

knowledge, or even material repatriations, most individuals held a forward-thinking, yet 

unshaken attitude, focusing on words like “hope” and “thankfulness” for potential 

changes.  

 

The people who work in all spheres of archaeology carry strong convictions, 

which shapes their interpretations of the research they conduct. For example, interviewee 

Farren, an ABD graduate student and Forest Ranger, mentioned how when they9 are 

teaching newer archaeologists (students and rangers) how to survey, they infuse a richer 

                                                             
9 For my project, I made the decision to code all of my interviewees’ personal pronouns as “they/them” in order to 

both protect and respect shared (and unshared) identities. 
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“reflexive turn” into their assignments and encourage them to think very intentionally 

about their interpretations down to the effect a single word can have on official records 

and beyond. While archaeologists use of words such as “Prehistoric” on a government 

document does not appear problematic at first glance, as Farren pointed out, the word’s 

presence has offensive implications when considered in the context of the region’s 

indigenous archaeology. Many present-day Americans entertain the notion that the 

indigenous American’s did not have “history” until the Europeans arrived but that 

completely excludes all forms of cultural history that is alternative to written script such 

as art and oral traditions (Nash 2001).  

  

Farren is in the rather unique position of having engaged with the worlds of 

academia, private, and governmental archaeological labor so they have developed a 

nuanced view of the interplay between these spheres. While we talked, they repeatedly 

advocated that one not just take the side of the “morally justified” student or the “purely 

research driven” academic but try to understand the constraints and material limiters that 

entrap the private and governmental archaeologists. They went as far to tell me that they 

“really hope that this next generation of [academic] archaeologists will have experience 

in the CRM (Cultural Resource Management) world or at the Federal level.” On the other 

hand, the younger generation of students who have not encountered the non-academic 

side of the discipline are left a bit more mystified at some of the decisions that the 

professionals they collaborate with make in, around, and out of the field. 
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Some of the younger students I interviewed - both undergraduate and graduate, - 

expressed confusion about the policies and practices of federal archaeology yet were 

sympathetic regarding the concerns of governmental archaeologists. Many held what 

would be identified by others as a sense of academic “optimism”. These aspiring 

archaeologists put a great deal of weight on traditional research and maintain an 

increasing focus on “activist” work. Whereas other interviewees have identified how 

federal archaeologists work around the constraints of federal guidelines and funding, 

doing what ideologically motivated work they can while not experiencing the same 

freedom as the others. 

 

Interestingly, a majority of the archaeologists – whether academic, private, or 

federal - expressed their personal belief that the purpose of archaeology is to be stewards 

and interpreters of the past. The phrase “Those who don't know history are destined to 

repeat it.” was mentioned more than a few times by those within  two camps of thought 

concerning the “history guardian” narrative. The first camp speaks to more general 

stewardship of archaeological knowledge for all peoples: archaeology for everyone so we 

may all find out about the past and better ourselves through this knowledge. These 

interviewees’ usage of optimistic yet vague words such as “steward” and “guardian”, and 

even “service”, defined how they spoke about archaeology’s role in society, echoing 

much of the utopian optimism that organizations like the USFS uses in their promotional 

materials. (US Forest Service, n.d.) The second camp speaks to specific good that can 

come from archaeology, mostly restorative practices for the indigenous peoples of the 

Americas. “There are a lot of rights we can actually wrong when we, well, actually 
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attempt to do it,” one interviewee stated. They went on to talk about how there are 

underserved communities can be positively impacted by allowing their voices in on 

archaeological projects.  

 

Out of the fourteen interviews I conducted, only one individual directly stated 

from the start that their explicit belief was that archaeology was to become a decolonizing 

enterprise focused on fixing past mistakes. Alex, a young first year graduate student who 

has at various points worked in each major sphere, made it absolutely clear what their 

opinion was. They told me “Huh, yeah. So, I think that [American] archaeology’s current 

purpose is to serve the communities it has robbed from, the many different native peoples 

are owed as much of a partnership as anyone else…” They certainly did not mince any of 

their words as they called out the cultural crimes that have been (and still occur as) major 

sources of pain and strife. Following this up with a story related to their own work, Alex 

recounted how their current academic project is essentially on hiatus as it has been 

difficult to work with their respective indigenous community due to the tribal nation’s 

experiences with working with Anglo archaeologists in the past. In no way does Alex 

blame the indigenous group for their apprehension, as they put it best, “They have every 

last right to be upset.” Though they want to continue their work, Alex is more than 

determined to make it completely collaborative to fit the terms of the people they 

research.  

 

Morgan, who works as a fulltime ranger within the Gila National Forest, provided 

insight on the federal perspectives for archaeological work in settings such as the forest. 
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While they initially mirrored the optimistic/utopian perspective of archaeology providing 

a major service to the greater nation, their thoughts began to diverge. They quickly 

mentioned the “many, many different hats” they had to wear as a federal cultural resource 

employee. Describing the aspects of the job they loved, Morgan also provided a warning 

towards how there never was enough time to accomplish everything they would like to, 

and this would even mean rarely doing any form of fieldwork. But they concluded by 

saying that “Look, no one goes into archaeology for the money haha. Something is wrong 

if you think that. You do it for a kind of love.” 

 

 Almost unanimously, all of the archaeologists declared some sort of love for the 

field and a desire to change it for the better. Many also offered their thoughts on how that 

might or should happen. Even the two individuals who have since essentially left 

archaeology, Cal, and Arin, both expressed the profound impact that it has had on their 

trajectory and mindset. There was no “ugly break-up” for them but rather changing life 

conditions as seems to happen. This base level of respect and love lends credence to the 

harsh critiques many provide to guide  future directions of archaeological study. The 

interviewees with whom I spoke showed a genuine desire to better the field, even in the 

face of problematic paradigms that dominate certain discussions, in spite of the tension 

between some interviewees perspectives there is an overall realistic optimism.     
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Archaeology and Archaeological Knowledge as A Product: 

 

While archaeology has long been understood as a process - the systematic act of 

studying humanity’s past through material remains - a theme I have seen emerging from 

literature and primary sources such as federal documents and my interviews, is that the 

knowledge produced by archaeology undergoes productization. By productization, I 

mean the process by which something, i.e, archaeological knowledge, is made into a 

static and essential product. It operates as a specialized form of reification or the process 

of turning the abstract into a “concrete” thing. In this case, the concrete thing is a product 

to be exchanged, sold, or marketed with an associated value. This process reflects the 

discussions of tradition by scholars such as Handler, Linnekin, Maher, and Shackel, in 

which they highlight how a complex process like tradition is often reduced to an essential 

product to meet sets of human agendas such as those that place ideas of an essential 

ethnicity or ideology at the core of a nationalistic endeavor. (Handler and Linnekin 1984, 

Maher and Shackel 2016). In the case of archaeology within the Gila National Forest, 

productization takes place at all stages of archaeological work, from project design to the 

development of interpretative display and materials. Productization occurs for a number 

of reasons and due to various factors. I have highlighted many of these in my research 

and interviews. 

 

Students, such as Ezekiel, a new ranger and recent former undergraduate, pointed 

to what they felt were outdated and confusing elements of federal archaeology which 

ranged from byzantine paperwork and record-keeping to lack of material incentives for 
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outreach and knowledge dissemination. As I talked to Ezekiel, they brought up their 

issues with the ways the Gila National Forest (alongside other national forests) kept an 

outdated and discriminatory focus on verifying a site’s importance in reference to section 

106. Archaeological sites, especially those with little identifiable chronology, could 

potentially be viewed as less important than other sites due to a lack of precise cultural 

affiliation, material “prestige”, or other information. The section 106 based review is only 

one way in which archaeological work can be prioritized under a great deal of other 

forest work. Farren touched on their encounter with and subsequent attempt to combat 

this topic of productization through their teaching of aspiring archaeologists. They would 

always  emphasize the importance of small archaeology sites for their research potential 

in order to help them qualify under section 106 review as a potential for learning about 

the greater region rather than simply adhering to the values ascribed by the USFS. Their 

reasoning for doing this was twofold: first they hoped to compensate for previous federal 

archaeological practice that has undervalued many indigenous sites; and, secondly, 

Farren wanted to endow future archaeologists with this critical and positive lens. Even 

they admitted that this is only a small fix for the greater issue of lack of federal 

recognition and perceived importance for smaller indigenous sites. The problem of 

archaeological undervaluation would require a greater amount of attention from the 

federal archaeological community as well as the public in order to address and correct it. 

 

Another aspiring graduate student I interviewed, Roland, compared some of their 

experiences within and working with the National Parks Service (NPS) to the issues in 

USFS archaeology work. As we discussed how the Forest Service in a place like Gila 
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seemed to have some attachment to older concepts, as seen in the problematic language, 

antiquated displays, and lack of upkeep found in both their documents and location 

visitor center, Roland mentioned how it reminded them of work they did on a NPS 

project as research experience. We raised this point in part due to the Gila Visitor Center 

being jointly run by the NPS and USFS, which includes a small (and as many would say, 

outdated) exhibit on local indigenous history. Though not directly comparable as services 

because of their share separate missions, with the NPS focusing on dissemination to the 

public and the USFS handling forests management. While both the NPS and USFS (Little 

and McManamon 2005) do share some overlapping goals in reference to archaeology, 

they also encounter similar pitfalls as they seek to protect materials according to 

regulations. 

 

One of these possible pitfalls that Roland mentioned involved interpretive 

materials and archaeological knowledge as manifested in their internship experience 

updating an interpretive display focused on indigenous archaeology at a Southwestern US 

National Park. When I pressed them on what highlighted this strange clash between 

federal and academic archaeologists for them, they let out a slight sigh and said, 

 

“Well, weirdly enough it was the figurine displays, they [National Parks Rangers] said ‘if 

you change any part of this exhibit, please leave the figurines be.’ The staff was weirdly 

fixated on keeping these old, and frankly outdated figurine displays.”  

 

The figures displayed a vision of reality that no longer  reflected the ways that modern 

indigenous people or even modern archaeologists understood these ancestors to have 

lived. This included racist or otherwise problematic adornment and inaccurate material 
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details due to a failure to keep dioramas and displays updated. Roland revealed some of 

the ways in which the different spheres of archaeologists focused on elements of even a 

shared project. They described the NPS and USFS ranger’s attachment to a “traditional” 

interpretive scheme and these figurines10 strangely enough represented a powerful 

metaphor for how many federal archaeologists held onto the archaeological knowledge as 

a static object. 

 

 

Figure 8: An example of a typical archaeological figurine diorama. Mesa Verde. 

 

While these interpretive visitor center/exhibition schemes provide one of the 

clearest examples of this knowledge productization, the act of productization also takes 

place at the basic level of archaeological work within the Gila National Forest and 

beyond. Archaeologists are continuously put under immense restrictive conditions, 

performing high-skill labor for low-end wages as many of my interviewees recounted. 

While all those interviewed indicated some sort of dissatisfaction with the federal style of 

archaeology which placed an intense focus on potentially harmful regulations and ideas 

                                                             
10 In a relevant display, an offshoot of the Mesa Verde NPS has been running a fundraiser to pay for figurine 

cleaners/maintenance workers. Specifically, for the display pictured above.  
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as well as little respect for their work. Individuals who had spent shorter amounts of time 

with the service, such as Alex and Roland, discussed it in much more ideological terms 

than those who spent extended longer periods.  

 

“I have become an increasing fan of landscape archaeology11, so now that you mention it, 

it was uh definitely frustrating to see a lack of focus or care for understanding what 

constitutes ‘wilderness’. Yeaaaaaah not really the best look especially for where you are 

located in the country.”   

 

Roland echoed a thought I have had at many different points; we even discussed some 

of the literature on indigenous erasure and the problematic nature of the “wilderness” 

category. In light of prominent usage of language that erases indigenous presences on the 

land, like the Wilderness Act of 1964, we could not help but connect it simultaneously to 

the USFS’ extractive mission. The USFS is an agency under the Department of 

Agriculture, so the forests in its care are seen in many ways as another crop to be 

harvested and managed. Even in spite of this focus on timber, the USFS’ authorized 

heritage discourse is deeply impacted by the management and value-based prerogatives 

of the organization. (Smith 2006) The language of their heritage manuals that focuses on 

how “efficiency” and “value” must be maximized and kept always in mind (Manning 

2008), helps one to understand how deeply productized every last resource within the 

forests are, even the resources of human origin. 

 

In contrast, the archaeologists who spent longer periods of time with agencies like 

the USFS, looked upon the problematic elements of the work with a great deal more 

                                                             
11 A school of archaeological thought focused on understanding a landscape as being a primarily cultural space, even 

without direct or material evidence of human influence. 
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sympathy. They never attempted to excuse or deny the existence of these issues but 

appeared to understand why the agency was the way it was. They all mentioned the 

severe lack of funding, staff, and time as major contributors to the poor state of their 

work, but they also highlighted the fact that many people were not purposely engaging in 

wrongful practice, that it was more a result of the “conditions” in which they worked.  

 

 The saddest moments in all of my discussions were in the long pauses between 

when Farren and Morgan would tell me about all they hoped to accomplish through their 

work. All of the various projects, community-oriented and otherwise, they wished they 

could undertake just could not come to pass under the material conditions they 

experienced. Morgan even noted that “there were only really four permanent 

archaeological staff members for the entirety of the Gila…” and that “the Gila is actually 

the biggest National Forest in the Southwestern district12.” When compared to the 

immense number of cultural materials within the Gila, it becomes immediately apparent 

how low a priority that caring for the materials is. Archaeological resources are valued as 

a product to be managed, in accordance with regulations to be met, but for little else. This 

frustration with the system, as it is, leads to a number of personally disappointing 

outcomes for many of the archaeologists. Both Morgan, and individuals like Cal, 

expressed a disappointment at the lack work done with materials in the Gila National 

Forest, especially through projects with important social agendas.  

 

Archaeological Knowledge as A Process: 

                                                             
12 The USFS breaks up their management into regional districts such as the Southwestern region. 
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  Throughout many of my conversations, my interviewees lamented the lack of 

communication between the spheres of archaeologists as well as their inability to realize 

their own personal aspirations to contribute to archaeological knowledge. Many of my 

interlocutors expressed an overarching wish for nuances of archaeological work of all 

kinds to be better understood across a greater audience. Some interviewees focused on 

how they wanted archaeologists from different walks of life to gain perspectives from 

each other’s work, while others focused on how they hoped that the public would become 

more literate regarding archaeology. Overall, they wished to extend the privilege of 

archaeology’s status as a process to that of archaeological knowledge as well. 

 

The very method of recording and rerecording sites across survey projects within 

the Gila demonstrated that archaeological knowledge was a process. We would 

constantly revisit a site that had last been examined by archaeologists in the 1980s, or in 

some cases even further back into the 1900s. We would look for what data was available 

to us now, some previously unseen artifacts were revealed due to natural processes, 

human interaction, or even just new sets of eyes looking upon the area. Subsequent 

survey projects will constantly add new information to previous datasets as they rewrite 

our understanding of an area’s cultural history, in large part relying on the interpretive 

actions of the specific archaeologists on the project over time. In these cases, as with 

most, archaeological knowledge is an ever unfinished “product” something that can truly 

never be complete despite how it may be presented by some people. 
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Where a ranger in the 1980s may have been trying to complete the job at record 

speeds and thus created a hasty record, they may have also used a theoretical angle that 

dates the work to a specific time. Ezekiel noted how many of the records they had 

reviewed at Gila and other forests displayed a temporal connection to a “flavor of the 

month” theoretical lens. For example, in the 1980s many archaeologists pushed to focus 

on the school of thought within archaeology called cultural ecology. Within the 

discipline, this theoretical scheme really focused on the ways in which environment and 

ecology shaped human material culture, traced in an early way from the work of 

archaeologists such as Taylor (1948) with further augmented by ecological 

determinism13. The archaeologists who applied this lens to their work were deeply 

embedded in the “processual” style of archaeology or the more positivist approach to the 

field, as many only wanted to attempt to understand what they believed they could. Many 

researchers and especially USFS rangers steered away from the more ethereal aspects of 

life such as religion and art and focused on what they might be able to understand - and 

something they were deeply embedded - the environment. Many of the USFS reports 

from this time were thick with descriptions of the environmental conditions of sites, from 

vegetation to geology and everything in-between. 

 

Interestingly enough while archaeologists recognize that archaeological 

knowledge is a product, this insight appears to be lost in the transition to interpretive 

material on public forums like the Gila’s official website. The USFS presents little 

                                                             
13 Ecological Determinism is the idea that the environmental predisposes human societies to certain courses of 

action, effectively stripping them of much agency but allowing for through analyzes to occur simply based off of a 

site’s environmental setting.  
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material that discusses the presence of people throughout the forest’s history; the website 

only leaves but a small blurb mentioning the Mogollon and little else (US Forest Service, 

n.d). Morgan, the USFS archaeologist, simultaneously celebrated and lamented a specific 

interpretive trail that had recently gone up. They thought of it as a major achievement that 

made them “personally happy” with, but this was such a rare occurrence; and they could 

do so few of these trails that the “small victories” were overshadowed by the work that 

remained to be done. 

 

In these small victories though, many archaeologists uncovered and identified the 

source of tension they have encountered so many times before within the Authorized 

Heritage Discourse. Archaeologists have the chance, through practice, to change how 

things are done, and many of them expressed the ways in which they are willing to do so. 

Organizations like the USFS do good things for cultural material, but they also do harm. 

Moving away from the productized and economically value-laden discourse that 

surrounds materials can allow attitudes and practices to change. Viewing archaeological 

heritage not as a single outcome or product, but rather as an ever-ongoing process opens 

the mind to new sensitive possibilities (Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos 2009; Gentry 

and Smith 2018) Farren and Morgan offered education as one of the primary modes of 

engaging with changing attitudes; if archaeological work is seen as a lifelong process, 

then organizations and people will apply less pressure to minimize and erase. As Farren 

commented “My weapon of choice is most certainly education,” and Morgan detailed in 

our interview,   
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“Well, I think it something that everyone involved needs to become a part of young 

archaeologists need to be educated and aware of the realities of the field. I really hope 

that has been changing. Then the public too, that is another priority to come.”  

 

Both of the USFS rangers identified how education was one of the single most important 

paths to removing ignorance and devaluation from archaeological and heritage 

production processes. 

  

Synthesizing the Archaeologists’ Perspectives on their Work: 

 

Regardless of the sphere in which archaeologists work, they share deep passion 

that seems to connect all of their work and drives their perspectives on the field, yet vast 

differences exist in what these individuals believe are the obligations, goals, and 

outcomes of archaeology. These perspectives are framed by a number of different factors 

such as the material constraints of their job, theoretical background, personal ideology, 

and more. This does not mean, however, that a majority of these factors are not 

compatible. The majority of individuals with whom I have talked with have lamented the 

lack of communication at the heart of many of these differences. They displayed an 

overwhelming sentiment that while many archaeologists are guided by different sets of 

particulars, they also want about the same thing at the end of the day and this same thing 

could be realized through thorough communication and cooperation. 

 

Archaeologists all start with this base of deep caring for the field but are met with 

a number of challenges. They watch as peers all handle them in different ways, some of 

them being easier to overcome than others. Frustrations emerge from seeing the variety of 
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outcomes and little changing when so much change is needed. Many practicing 

individuals realize that change is possible and that they have the power to affect it 

through their own agency. In the end, all those I interviewed have ideas about how to 

bring about change and want to share them with the broader archaeological community in 

order to improve the entire discipline and aid the people whom they study. 
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Chapter 5: Critical Heritage Green Paper – Towards a Restorative Process 

 

Introduction: 

 

Where the various archaeologists with whom I have communicated identified 

concerns about the archaeological process, I felt it was important to go beyond observing 

and understanding this process, and to offer possible solutions to the issues raised in my 

thesis. In tradition with what is called a “Green Paper,14” this chapter seeks to present 

possible remedies and start discussions amongst the wider archaeology and heritage 

community. The archaeological heritage process plays an incredibly important role in 

constituting notions of self, place, and community in modern society, and therefore 

deserves closer attention from the academic and federal archaeological community. My 

hope is that actual change can be brought to work done in settings like our national 

forests, and that discussion will begin to shift the mindsets of archaeologists. To this end, 

what will follow in this chapter, is an attempt to do so beginning with the first section: 

Research Design. 

 

My suggestions begin with the initial step of archaeological work: research 

design. This step must occur in one form or another for all spheres of the field, from 

academic to private. I consider the topics of inclusion, direction, and purpose for any 

project in this light. Then I interrogate the actual implementation of ideas and the practice 

                                                             
14 Where a White Paper is a document that succinctly explains a complex topic and presents the issuing body’s own 

delineated thoughts on the topic, a Green Paper is a document that describes a set of suggestion and hopes to spur 

discussion. 
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of archaeology in the field. Solid improvements can be made within this portion of the 

process, as I have illustrated earlier in the thesis, and archaeologists can vastly improve 

the outcomes of their work at this stage. Lastly, my section entitled “Reflection” 

highlights the potential for disseminating information, providing interpretations, and 

creating the exhibitions that follow archaeological research and the possibilities of 

personal and thoughtful reflection for individual archaeologists relating to the projects in 

which they participate. Reflection, as I have previously discussed, provides some of the 

greatest opportunities for meaningful change regarding the archaeological heritage 

process; it affects the archaeologists as well as the many outsiders who interact with the 

information. For each section, I examine the issues one encounters in this aspect of 

archaeological work and then delve into the directions in which future work might take. 

In none of these sections do I supply definitive answers to the problems that surround the 

heritage field, I only put forth possibilities and jumping off points for important 

discussions grounded in my own research and other ongoing conversations in the field.  

 

Through the particular case study of the Gila National Forest, I have elucidated a 

few key points of contestation and struggle within the American archaeological heritage 

process. Aspects of archaeological work within forests such as the Gila are further 

complicated by the inherently complex and problematic nature of the Anglo-American 

US government’s colonial relationship at all levels with the indigenous peoples of the 

land. While archaeological work may remain obscure to some communities, 

organizations such as the USFS carry the unique potential to reach across to many of 
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these once-ignored communities. Heritage is a process that should be carried out with 

special attention and an eye towards a restorative future.   

Research Design: 

 

Archaeology of all types begins with the initial step of research design in order to 

delineate what a project is attempting to understand and how the archaeologists will do 

so. At this point, goals are outlined, projects partners are brought into the fold, budgets 

are drawn, and general logistics are determined. The process is usually quite extensive 

and differs in points of priority depending on the background of the archaeologists. 

Academic archaeologists tend to emphasize their research question at the center of design 

based on intellectual curiosity. In comparison, forest rangers work around mitigation and 

conservation concerns, generally conducting archaeological work only when completely 

necessary. If a site is under threat of a managed burn crossing through or environmental 

decay, the service will attempt to record all of the data that it can. These different 

emphases within the design stage reveal a great deal about each organization, specifically 

the weaknesses of different approaches. The two approaches discussed above both leave 

out important elements of partner cooperation and knowledge dissemination. 

Unfortunately, archaeologists have the tendency to design research without any 

consideration for the greater public, and American archaeologists especially have an issue 

drawing indigenous populations into the process which leads to numerous issues 

regarding representation and interpretation. Through the interviews I conducted, I have 

teased out important insights that could improve research design in settings such as 

national forests.  
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As previously noted in my interview with Morgan (one of the cultural resource 

rangers within the Gila National Forest), active steps can be taken to tweak research from 

the beginning. Morgan had noted that an active and collaborative approach taken from 

the absolute start of design would go the furthest in producing healthy and respectful 

projects.  

 

“We would all love to find out what was happening at that amazing site on the ridge or 

create the best signage for a trail but it just isn’t possible with our time and funding. That 

is why we are always excited when interested parties reach out to work with us despite 

the difficulties. …. It is not an easy task but something that needs to happen.”  

 

The USFS does engage with various tribal entities before beginning projects, 

consulting with members when designing interpreted trials and the like, but this is simply 

not enough according to Morgan and others. There is not enough collaboration, and the 

relationship still heavily favors the colonial agents as their needs are prioritized. The 

different types of archaeologists (as well as other involved parties) and their projects have 

specific weaknesses, but in these differences, we can learn and improve the process. 

Where the USFS cannot proactively design projects to study even endangered sites, an 

outside university could provide aid, expertise, as well as a more flexible approach. Both 

organizations could be more receptive to integrating wider perspectives into the baseline 

of their research. Archaeologists tend to not respect non-archaeologists’ authority on the 

subject matter, for better or for worse. Sometimes this means combating “alternative” and 

conspiratorial narratives on the past while in other cases, this can be a racially charged 

disdain for indigenous perspectives. Some of my interviewees, most specifically Alex, (a 
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first-year graduate student) encouraged archaeologists to not be so “selfish” in their 

actions regarding indigenous American archaeology, as the colonial enterprise that strips 

them of their history continues to take it away. To create a more equitable outcome, 

partners such as tribes or local governments should be consulted to help define the 

questions and set the goals for projects, as they have as much of a stake in the matter.  

 

Beyond the cooperative element of research design, scholars have developed a 

number of sensitive and promising methods that could move the archaeological process 

in new directions. Archaeological Ethnography, Intentional Exhibitions/Public Display, 

and Restorative Practices (Claisse et al. 2020) are all potential and potent concepts that 

could be brought into the process from the start, making for an impactful and multi-

perspectival project. In the sections below, I expand on several of the aforementioned 

concepts as they pertain more deeply to their respective areas of implementation. 

 

Implementation and Practice: 

 

Actual implementation/practice is generally a part of archaeological work that is 

restricted to the trained professionals. Nonetheless, it can be significantly improved for 

the benefit of both practicing archaeologists and groups outside of the field. The act of 

conducting archaeology is an incredibly powerful tool in crafting collective 

understandings of the past; but, since it is relegated to smaller groups of people, they 

carry a high degree of responsibility. Archaeological practice can be fraught with a 

number of issues especially concerning how archaeologists interpret sites and what kind 
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of knowledge they value. As I discussed previously in my data analysis chapter, certain 

settings and organizational influences can shape how archaeologists approach their work 

as well as the kind of data they record.  

 

In the case of the Lincoln Canyon Survey in the Gila, the aspiring archaeologists were 

exposed to carefully understanding every single element of what we were actually doing 

with the material remains we came across. Archaeology in the American Southwest, as 

well as in other parts of the country, presents cases where the archaeologist must be 

especially attentive to their work in order to consider the implications of every action. 

Speaking on behalf of the past is a great enough responsibility as is, however, 

archaeologists often have to represent groups to which they do not belong. So, it is 

imperative in these cases that the archaeologists carrying out field work are aware of this 

responsibility and actively working make sure wrongs do not transpire. In many cases, 

critical training can be a major element in achieving sensitivity towards the issues of 

misrepresentation. When archaeologists interrogate the categories they have assumed are 

natural in the course of their early training, such as archaeological cultures or their 

understanding of what constitutes “wilderness,” they can address the biases these 

assumptions may carry. Allowing critical training to take place, as Farren has suggested 

earlier, can entirely shift the perspective of young trainees who begin to examine the 

work they do more thoroughly and move away from pitfalls such as dehumanizing past 

indigenous people. 
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Anthropology professors Yanni Hamilakis and Aris Anagnostopoulos (2009) frame 

Archaeological Ethnography as an orienting space rather than a practice or even method, 

and the inculcating this state can allow all archaeological projects to transcend their 

disciplinary barriers. This state exists as a way of engaging many different disciplinary 

methods as well as remains open to dialogue and discourse, allowing heritage authority to 

be shared amongst groups. Debate is more than expected and should occur due to the 

multivocal nature of heritage. While materiality and temporality are at the core of the 

archaeological undertaking, it is important for archaeologists to allow this sense of 

openness and sensitivity to exist within their own practice from the inception of the 

research program to the actual implementation of work and beyond.  

 

As Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos state, “We have defined archaeological 

ethnography here as an emerging space of thinking, engagement, dialogue, collaboration 

and intervention, rather than merely a scholarly practice at the interface between 

archaeology and anthropology.” (2009).   This is the importance of a mental shift away 

from simply thinking of archaeological work in the frame of practice. Critical scholars 

are beginning to address the definitive need to move beyond this thinking, arguing that 

archaeologists and their collaborators must constantly evaluate their actions and the 

outcomes of their actions every step of the way through the archaeological process. While 

surveying a site and recording data, archaeologists must be keenly aware of how they 

frame their work, how other groups will receive it, and how they can improve the 

situation surrounding heritage for all involved. Reflexivity has emerged as one of the 

most critical aspects of the field, thus not surprisingly reflection at all stages of the 
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archaeological heritage process is extremely important in order for archaeologists to 

position themselves most justly. 

 

Post-Fieldwork and Reflection: 

 

After fieldwork  has been completed, some of the most significant processes 

embedded into the production of the overarching heritage experience occur. 

Dissemination of archaeological knowledge is one of these processes yet it remains one 

of the most difficult to enact satisfactorily for all of the groups involved. Federal agencies 

provide little funding to incentivize this, for academics, their attention can be turned 

rather inwards towards their own community, and for marginalized groups, their voices 

and concerns are often ignored. Disseminating knowledge about  marginalized groups 

without engaging them in the process brings a higher risk for perpetuating harmful ideas 

such as native desolation (Restall 2003) or dehumanization of landscapes.. As I have 

previously stated, cooperation is essential at all stages of the process and most especially 

here. Knowledge creation and dissemination must be approached with a thoughtful 

perspective that encourages all parties to seek the best possible outcome for everyone 

involved, to obtain what everyone needs out of an archaeological project. Critical 

community exhibitions planned from the very beginning have been one suggestion to 

work consistently towards just goals, as has the call for increased support of open-access 

and free educational resources. Through my own research, especially the interviews I 

conducted, I realized that many archaeologists understate an element of the post-

fieldwork process that contains immense potential: archaeological self-reflection.  
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I was honestly surprised at what ended up being one of the most universal 

comments of the archaeologists I interviewed: their expression of thanks regarding the 

chance to reflect on their archaeological work. Every single time I was thanked for the 

opportunity to discuss their work reflectively, I was taken aback. These individuals were 

taking time out of their busy days during an incredibly difficult year to answer my 

questions and yet they were expressing a sense of catharsis. This led to one of the greatest 

revelations of my entire project, which is that many archaeologists have not experienced 

the opportunity to engage in thoughtful and poignant reflection on archaeological work 

and that such reflection actually has significant potential to create good.   

 

“Wow. Yeah… Honestly I never really had the chance to think about all of 

that….” Farren mumbled at the end of one our tangents, letting it linger for a moment and 

allowing it to strike me. An abnormally long pause followed this sentence. We had just 

been talking about word choice on documents, site classifications, and their relationships 

to colonial and even racist attitudes regarding the indigenous populations that once lived 

in the Gila National Forest. Once we began speaking again, they further explained that it 

was not so much that they did not know about these prejudices involved with archaeology 

but more so that they were not always a conscious part of their mindset while in the 

field.   Many of my other interviewees expressed similar perspectives. These concerns 

did not solely fall onto the topic of racism or prejudice within the field but illustrated a 

lack of a general period of reflecting on each person’s own experiences in archaeology. A 

number of the participants further added that actually talking about their process not only 
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led them to greater sense of comprehension of the ramifications of their actions, but that 

it also helped identify points on which they want to improve in the future. This includes 

critically engaging with the organizations for which they work. A reflective edge added 

to all types of archaeological- and heritage-driven projects will go a long way in 

reevaluating many of the troublesome components, which is at this point incredibly 

necessary. (Winter 2013) 

 

Out of all of the suggestions contained in this chapter, a call for regular and 

consistent archaeological reflection is by far the one I suggest the most strongly. 

Organizations such as the USFS and even universities, do not value this as an aspect of 

research design because it does not fit within the optimized economic model under which 

most projects function. Some individual archaeologists may even think that their 

understanding of the field is absolute, and they do not have time for this sort of 

sentimental process. I have been able to see the instant effect that just being able to 

reflect on one’s experiences has for the archaeologists with whom  I spoke. My 

interviewees expressed real joy  in what they viewed as the virtues of the work they do, 

and an earnest desire to improve the process as well. Including a semi-structured period 

of reflection as a part of all archaeological projects would greatly benefit all aspects of 

the endeavor. More immediately, it would impact the archaeologists doing the initial 

stages of the work. The potential for trickling down to the other branches of a project, and 

hopefully encouraging thoughtful engagement with other parties and novel yet sensitive 

methods, is significant. When time is afforded to archaeologists to engage in some form 

of structured reflection, most will happily do so and take the chance to question their 
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usually-taken-for-granted notions that occur along each step of practice. Unfortunately, 

many archaeological organizations do not seem to place much emphasis or even raise 

discussion about the incorporation and practice of archaeological reflection.  

 

It is my utmost hope that this form of archaeological reflection will enter more 

discussions and that people, in and out of the field of archaeology, will consider the 

possibilities of what it may offer. Including reflection in all parts of the process from 

research inception to the design of exhibitions and other learning materials could 

encourage growth in the field and move people to make meaningful changes especially 

when addressing historically marginalized groups. It may seem like a small action, but it 

is an important first step towards a brighter field.   

 

 

The Forest for the Sites: A Conclusion  

 

My thesis project began on a random hill in the Gila National Forest. My 

experiences there that summer were life-changing. They deepened my love of the “craft” 

yet challenged me. Archaeology is an incredibly complicated, entirely enrapturing, and 

deeply frustrating field for so many reasons. Archaeology will unfortunately always have 

to contend with its colonial legacy in the Americas, but it is something archaeologists 

should confront for the betterment of the peoples they study and society as a whole. 

When I was encouraged to conscientiously think through every step of searching, 

recording, and interpreting, I gained a more holistic sense of the scope of my work, as an 
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aspiring archaeologist. I also reaffirmed how committed I am to making a positive 

difference in the discipline despite of all of archaeology’s problems. Every single one of 

the archaeologists I interviewed made it clear that they understand how complex the 

discipline’s challenges are, and yet that they felt there was something to save in it. 

 

It is my express hope that others will find even a hint of inspiration from my 

project and carry on the mission to make how we understand the past a more equitable, 

just, and restorative affair. To me, my thesis has opened up a new and potent avenue of 

exploration, one that I hope myself and others continue to pursue. When you want 

something to change, when you want people to see the forest for the sites, the people out 

in the thick of it are the best place to start with.  
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Appendices: A and B 

Appendix A: Lincoln Canyon Survey Site Report Example “Field House site” 
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Appendix B: Important Referenced Interviewee’s Information 

Name: Background: 

Farren  Current USFS Ranger (Not in the Gila) 

and ABD PhD Student at an R1 

university. 

Alex Current first-year PhD student with 

experience in private, governmental, and 

academic archaeology. 

Ezekiel Current new USFS Ranger (Not in the 

Gila) and recent bachelor’s graduate. 

Roland Current aspiring graduate student with 

experience in NPS work. 

Morgan Current USFS Ranger (In the Gila). 

 


